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Problem solved! A: You got a damaged zip file! First thing I would try - to download it again and retry
opening it manually. If it still doesn't work, try downloading unzip or 7zip and extracting it from it. A:
It's likely corrupted. Try downloading the file again and verifying the file. If that doesn't work, you
may have to download the appropriate programming or operating system for the software and install
it yourself. Discovery of a pH-Sensitive Fluorescent Probe for Turn-On Fluorescence Imaging of
Histidine-Modified RNA. Determination of nucleic acids in living cells is one of the most important
branches of the biomedical research area. We have recently reported a turn-on pH-sensitive
fluorescent probe derived from a photoinduced electron transfer (PET) system, which was based on
the presence of a cysteine residue in C-rich RNA. Although the introduced cysteine was released
inside the cell under acidic conditions, it failed to detect RNA in living cells due to the presence of
high concentrations of glutathione (GSH) and nucleic acids in the cytoplasm. In this study, we
designed an analog of this probe, in which a histidine residue was introduced in the center of its
conjugate. Theoretically, the conformation of the probe should be unchanged under physiological
conditions, whereas the detection should be turned on when the pH decreases in the endosomal or
lysosomal compartments. We confirmed that the probe can detect RNA in living cells without any
treatment, and this detection was dramatically enhanced by acidic pH. The system reported here
could be applied to various RNA tests, including acidic pH-induced digestion and nuclease activity
evaluation.Q: Get extra data from a Google Calendar using PHP i am currently working on a app that
pulls information off a calendar from a Google calendar to be displayed on a page. i am having
difficulty getting extra information from a Google calendar via PHP. There is an event in the Calendar
and an event was created in my database. This is what the result from a site I found is like. how do i
get rid of the redirection and get the extra information ( name, description, etc
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